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The Land

The People
The Samburu people are semi-nomadic pastoralists (cattle and goat herders) that are related
to the more famous Maasai people of Kenya and Tanzania. Unlike the Maasai the Samburu
are few in number (roughly 350,000 total) and because of this have been largly
underrepresented in government and have had their lands under developed when
compared with some lands traditionally belonging to larger tribes. They speak the Samburu
language, which is in the Nilotic language family. In Kenya as a whole, the official language is
English, the national language is Swahili and then the numerous tribes have their own
languages. However, to learn English and Swahili you need to go to school or live in a town
where it is widely spoke. But, as many Samburu do not live in towns or even one place, many
never attend school or get the chance to learn Swahili. Thus, they are relatively cut off from
the rest of their countrymen and live a semi isolated living. Samburu society is a
gerontocracy, meaning that it is governed by elders and functions in age sets.

”Samburuland” is a roughly 10,0002 mile area in north-central Kenya
where the Samburu people have been living in since they travelled from
what is present day Sudan in the last 500 years. It is composed mostly of
Samburu County and juts into the bordering Turkana, Laikipia, West Pokot
and Marsabit Counties. It is a semi-arid environment with rain only coming
in the two rainy seasons between October and December and the month of
April. People (young boys usually) are sent out with the family animals in
search of green pastures for the animals to graze on. There is body of water
that is full year round in the county, with most riverbeds only having any
flowing water directly after in rains. However, if you dig 5-10 meters down
in this riverbeds, it is possible to reach water. This is what most Samburu do
for water, as there are limited other options. Often walking kilometers each
way for dirty drinking water, young girls have no other choice but to fetch
water to help their families.
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The Samburu Project
The Samburu Project is a 503(c)(3) organization based in Los Angeles that was founded with the
idea that creating access to consistent, clean drinking water for the Samburu people would allow
development to begin. TSP drills roughly 10 wells a year throughout the county. Since the burden
of fetching water heavily falls on women and children, the goal of TSP is that by creating wells for
people to get water from, women and girls will spend less time searching for water, and more time
bettering themselves, whether it be through school or by selling beadwork amd other wares.
An example of one of the hand dug wells used by many
Samburu on a daily basis

An example of the hand-pump model that most of TSP’s wells use

The TSP Wamba Team (L) Paul Lekuuk, Joel Lenkupae, Eric Lekolii and myself

East African Locust Invasion
In early 2018, a heavy rainy season in the desert of Saudi Arabia caused a flourish of plant
life and an opportunity for the local desert locusts, Schistocera gregaria, to rapidly expand in
number. Another heavy rainy season in early 2019 caused the swarm to grow even greater in
number before they travelled to Yemen. Due to the ongoing war in Yemen, no organized
response to the locusts was undertaken and they grew in number again. Soon, they crossed
the Red Sea (a swarm of desert locusts can fly over 100 km in a day) into Somalia. Due to the
longstanding instability there, no organized response was undertaken either and the swarm
grew in size again. Finally, in October of 2019, they entered first into Ethiopia and then
northern Kenya. Due to their rapid breeding rate and ability to eat tons of food a day, a crisis
soon ensued. In Samburu, where the harsh climate makes it already difficult to find enough
greenery to feed animals, disaster loomed. Unfortunately, the swarms were too large in size
by the time they entered Kenya to be effectively dealt with by the Kenyan government and
are still there. As the short April rainy season has now finished, there will be no rain until
October, which means no new plant growth. Hopefully, the locusts have not eaten so much
that the Samburu and other pastoralist peoples will encounter serious trouble but that is yet
to be seen.

Conclusions

On our way home from a visit to a local school in early January, we had our first encounter with a large locust swarm. By
chance, we had hired a photographer from Nairobi to come up for a few days and photograph the team in action. What
resulted is some of the most incredible pictures I have ever been a part of. The devastation of these insects is tremendous
and sad but it was, in the true meaning of the word, awesome. To just stand in the middle of a swarm of locusts is
something that you won’t forget
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As the climate in the world is changing, few
people are feeling harder than the Samburu. After
generations of grazing their animals in the same
places, the ever shifting climate is causing rains to
fail one year and floods the next. This causes
instability for a people who ironically have no
carbon footprint beyond the animals they own.
And yet, they are the ones first having to face the
new realities that a changing climate will bring.
Locusts may seem to be an act of God, yet it was
two successive heavy rainy season in the desert
that allowed them to first become gregarious.
Climate change is so often talked about as issue to
be dealt with down the road, when in reality
there are people fighting it right now. TSP’s work
has allowed countless children to attend school
and countless women to have a life outside of
fetching water.

